
ART REVIEW
Through Your Eyes 

What do you notice about the artwork?
Does it remind you of something?
How does it make you feel (consider descriptive words such as hopeful, cold, energized, etc.)
What questions come to mind when you look at the artwork?
Does it help you see or understand something or what does it represent to you?
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 REFLECTING ON ART

The depth of, or
absence of, color used.
It reflects your
preferred color pallet.
Or simply, it matches
the space the artwork
would be displayed.

The colors selected by an
artist has the ability to
capture the eye and draw
you in based on:

The use of light.
The position of the
subject matter. 
Shape and proportions.
Balance and harmony
between elements. 
Use of negative space.
Viewer's perspective.

In addition to color, how
each element of the artwork
is arranged reflects the
quality of the piece &
abilities of the artist.

Does the artist's story
resonate with you?
Do you respect their
artistic vision, skills
and abilities?
Does the piece spark a
cherished memory?

Making art is a personal
process. Sometimes it is
the artist's story or how
and why they composed
the artwork that a buyer
falls in love with. 

                      TITLE  MEDIUM                     PRICE  ARTIST

The images that are
portrayed and how they
are depicted (abstract,
realistic, or stylized).
Aesthetics of the piece.
Emotions expressed - or
thoughts the piece evokes.

An artist has many choices to
consider when creating a
piece of artwork. Their
decisions reflect the intended
style - resulting from...

COLOR COMPOSITION STYLE STORY

I D E N T I F Y  3  P I E C E S  T H A T  R E S O N A T E  W I T H  Y O U ?
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